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GENOS

Pad & Synth Sounds

I was browsing through the Pad voice category of my
Genos the other day.  I had in mind some alternative
string-like voices... something that sounded warm and
full, unlike many of the natural string sounds which,
although very ‘real’ can be a bit raw at times.  

Often I find that the Pad category has some of the most
wonderfully blendable sounds for the left hand that you’ll
find on the entire instrument.  I guess the clue’s in the
name because all the other instruments ‘sit’ on top of the
‘pad’ - so of course the Pad sounds are designed for that
purpose.  They do tend to get ignored though by ‘people
of a certain age’.  Maybe this is because the voice names
rarely bear any resemblance to the standard instruments
we all know.  I don’t know what the reason is but, if we
ignore the Pad and Synth voices, we’re missing out on a
wonderful library of useful sounds.

Here are just some of the softer pad sounds I’ve used
for the left hand part in place of, in this case, ‘real’
strings...

80sSoftPad, NewAtmosphere, BreathPad, AmbientPad,
VPSoft, LightPad, ButterStrings, MediumTunePad,
BrightPopPad, MellowPad, SoftEnsemble, GalaxyPad.
There are many more of course, and most of the Pad
sounds are ready to use ‘off the shelf’ as it were.  

The Synth voices are
a different matter
though because
some, like
MiniClassic,
MiniClassicVelo+,
MiniClassicSoft and
MiniClassicOpen are

monophonic (i.e. they only sound one note at a time).
This follows in the tradition of the first affordable and
portable synthesiser, the Mini Moog.  Whilst these
voices are great for solo work they aren’t going to be
much use for playing chords.

Other voices, such as ParisAtNight (string/brass
texture) and WireLeadMillennial (soft brass texture) are
polyphonic and, like the majority of voices on Genos,
can play chords.  It’s one of these that I chose to edit...

Editing  ‘ParisAtNight’

1 Press the [HOME] button on the panel and then 
switch on the ‘Left’ voice part in the screen (fig.1). 

2 Next, touch the screen in the Left 
voice area (fig.2). 

This will open the Left Voice page 
(fig.3) where you select the Synth 
voice category and find the voice 
called ParisAtNight (fig.3).

The  Paad  aannd  Synnth  voice  caategorriess  aarre  oftenn  overrlooked  aalthough  they  prrovide  ssomme  of  the
mmosst  verrssaatile  ssounndss  forr  both  mmelody  aannd  left  haannd  paarrtss.    They  aarre  aalsso  verry  editaable...  sso  I’’ve
chossenn  onne  frromm  the  Synnth  depaarrtmmennt  to  illusstrraate  aa  verry  ssimmple  voice  edit.
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3 Make sure the [ACMP] button in 
the STYLE CONTROL area of 
Genos’ panel is switched OFF 
(fig.4) so that, when you play a 
chord in the left hand part of the 
keyboard you hear the 
ParisAtNight voice.

4 Touch the Menu icon at the top of the screen (fig.3) 
to open the Menu list (fig.5).  Then select Voice Edit 
from the list. 

5 From the Voice Edit page select ‘Sound’ from the 
column on the left (fig.6).  The area we’re going to 
edit is called the ‘Envelope Generator’ (EG) as this 
is where we find the controls for shaping the sound.

Attack: This controls how quickly the note sounds 
when a key is pressed.

Decay: This controls how long the note takes to die 
away when a key is held down.

Release: This controls how long the note takes to 
die away after a key is released.

The original sound sustains for quite a long time 
when the keys are released.  I don’t want this so, to 
prevent it, I’m going to shorten the Release time.

When a chord is held down the original sound dies 
away fairly quickly.  I’d prefer the notes to hold, so 
I’m going to reduce the Delay time.

I’d like to add a little more ‘punch’ to the sound so 
that I can emphasise the start of the chord.  Making 
the Attack quicker gives the sound the initial strike 
characteristic of an instrument such as an electric 
piano.  Fig.7 shows the EG controls after I’ve made 
the changes. 

6 When you’ve completed the changes touch the 
‘Save’ icon at the top of the page.  This will open 
the Voice user page where you touch ‘Save here’ at 
the top of the screen (fig.8).

7 Give your ‘new’ voice a name and select OK to 
confirm. I called mine Ac_ParisAtNight so that I’d 
know I created it as a left hand voice.  The voice will
be saved to the User page and you’ll be able to 
select it from here whenever you need it.

I’ve used this method on several of the Synth and 
Pad sounds to adapt them for different purposes.  
This one is particularly versatile and I’ve used it with
60s Latin music and 70s pops.  Try it with the 
LovelyShuffle Style for ‘Isn’t She Lovely’.
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